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realflight is a radio-control flight
simulator for both indoor and
outdoor flight. it is a fully featured
flight simulator that is designed
for radio-controlled aircraft and
airplanes. the realflight is fully
featured with the ability to fly both
indoors and outdoors. the
realflight was designed by both
full-scale pilots and radio-
controlled pilots. realflight offers
flight simulation for the hobby of
rc aircraft and airplanes. realflight
is the worlds leading radio-control
flight simulator. powered by
industry-leading realphysics
engine and fully developed and
controlled by realflight by rc, it
looks more realistic than any other
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simulator. this unparalleled
realism makes realflight an
essential tool for any new rc pilot
learning to fly. likewise,
experienced pilots like to use
realflight to practice new tricks
and improve their technology.
improve your skills in digital
environments like realflight life so
you can fly your body models
safely and in style! demo
application version of the realflight
g4, g4.5 retail versions. the demo
version is unique in that if the hid
usb i-controller is not present or
recognized by the application, it
uses the keyboard as a fallback
(not possible with the retail
versions). since hid is not yet fully
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implemented in wine, this
provides us testers with an insight
as to how the application actually
performs graphically using
crossover products. dont have a
rev 5 radio controller? weve got
you covered! rev 5 is fully
compatible with realflight 9.5s and
weve included easy-to-download
driver files to make adding this
great rc controller to your stable
of flight sims fast and easy.
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